


MORE MIYAMOTO MAGIC
Video game players are cheering the

arrival of the latest masterpiece from the

world-famous design team of Shigeru

Miyamoto and Takashi Tezuka. The terrific

twosome, who brought you all the Super
Mario Bros, and Zelda games, began by

assembling a dream team of more than

thirty ace artists, musicians and program-
mers at Nintendo Company Ltd. in Japan.

After four years of intense effort, they’ve

delivered Super Mario World 2: Yoshi’s

Island. After playing it once, you’ll never

look at video games in quite the same way
again!

The numbers alone are mind-boggling.

More than 130 enemies patrol the game’s

60-plus stages. There are dozens of secret

areas and bonus challenges. Miyamoto and

Tezuka have pushed.the. Super FX2 graph-

ics chip to the limi£,develbpihg a hew
gramming technique called morphrnation.

They’ve used it to prbduee enemies, that .
...

grow, shrink, rotate and change shape.

Some are even bigger than an entire

screen! Yoshi’s Island also features ultra-

realistic control. You can actually feel

Yoshi slogging down muddy slopes and

skidding over ice-covered ponds. Still, all

these technical innovations never over-

whelm the pure joy of playing the game. A
rich palette and subtle shading give the

backgrounds a magical effect. Whether
flying over icy mountains or submarining

through tropical lakes, you’ve never seen

anyplace like Yoshi’s Island. The music

always strikes just the right note, bright

and bouncy in the above ground scenes

and moody when Yoshi plunges into cav-

erns.

Thanks to the intuitive interface and

message blocks, starting is easy.

But even long-time players are likely to be

stumped by the task of finishing this com-
plex and challenging game. Throw in the

Super Mario Bros, tradition of secret

areas and bonus challenges, and you’re

going to want help, big time. Here it is

straight from the pros at Nintendo!
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It looks like a perfect spring day as

Yoshi and Baby Mario begin their

journey. The sun shines brightly

down on butterflies floating through

a meadow. Things are not what they

seem, though. Sinister forces want to

grab Mario! In World I. you'll learn

all the basics of babysitting on Yoshi's.

Island, including flying, egg throwing

and ground pounding. You'll plumb

the dark depths of Chomp Cavern

and climb mountains on the fast and

furious Donut Lifts.

Indiana Jones, step aside. The real

jungle explorer is here! Join Yoshi

and Mario for a trek through tropical

treetops and lagoons. Watch out.

though. Some shrewd chimps would

love to throw a monkey wrench in

the proceedings! Meanwhile, the

natives are restless, especially when
Yoshi and Mario invade the ruins of a

lost civilization. Some seriously scary

water life lie in wait, too. When
.
things get too damp, Yoshi morphs
into a submarine.

.Brrr! It's mighty cold in the frosty’

peaks of Yoshi’s Island. A smart dino

knows there's only one thing to do;

hop in the closest chalet and strap on
a pair of skis! Keep climbing, and

when you - run out of solid ground,

hop on a winged pal to take you even

higher. Uh-oh. Not all birds are of a

friendly feather, though, Before exit-

ing World S, Yoshi will go nose-to-.

,J?eak in a ground-pounding battle

with Raphael the Raven, who would

;

4pxe to squawk "Nevermore!"

inies in the cool pine woods of

forld 2 would love to throw Yoshi

f- a loop. The Baseball Boys heave

the horsehide high and hard, while

lurking Lakltus toss bombs on his

I. A chill wind blows no good, so ... T
down on the wind-riding

'

P'Gusties and hop down the nearest

. When the going gets tough,

iough, the baby gets going. At

rtune moments, Mario will

h into Super Mario and perform

>f derring-do with Yoshi on his

Red sky at morning. Yoshies take

warning! Things got a lot hotter for

the plucky babysitter as he explores

the lurid landscape of World 4. .

1 When Yoshi meets a friendly face, it

i belongs to Marching Milde, who l

would love to stomp him into the
1

ground! Koopas and Para-Koopas

I patrol the terrain, but they're just a

I
warmup for the final showstopper.
~j get out of this world. >oshi will

’nave to defeat Hookbill. the biggest

id baddest Koopa of them all!
.

'he bones of foolhardy souls litter

the final approach to King Bowser's

Castle, but Yoshi and Mario aren't

about to give up the ghost Bowser

and that mean Magikoopa. Kamek,

deploy all demons in an effort to stop

our heroes. If the Skeleton Goonies

don't put a chill down your spine, the

lava lakes will make things frightfully

lot for you. Do you have the spirit

> scare off these final fiends and

nice Mario with his twin brother?



AN EXOTIC EPIC
Rosy fingered dawn is breaking in

the east as a stork wings its way over

the open sea. Slung from his beak is

a bundle carrying two twins, which

the stork was delivering to their par-

ents. Suddenly, a UFE (Unidentified

Flying Enemy) races from between

the parting clouds and snatches at

the stork’s precious bundle before

vanishing in the predawn gloom. The

sneak attack jostles loose one baby,

who plunges helplessly earthward.

Incredibly, the baby lands not at sea

but on Yoshi’s Island, a paradise pop-

ulated with Yoshies of all colors. The

baby is unhurt. Beside him lands a

scroll. Yoshies are naturally a laid-

back lot, passing the days smelling

the flowers and listening to mellow

music, but this new arrival has them
in a tizzy. As they jump up and down
and holler at each other, the tiny

baby points at a scroll. At last the

Yoshies calm down enough to take a

look at the mysterious piece of

paper. It’s a map, which the stork

was using to find its way to the

babies’ parents.

The diligent dinos decide to com-

plete the stork’s task and reunite

Baby Mario with his brother. After

much discussion, they decide to take

turns carrying the tot. Though small

in area, Yoshi’s Island has a tremen-

dous variety of landscapes.
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Snowy mountains tower over swel-

tering jungles. Dark caves plunge

deep beneath lush forests. Primitive

natives stand guard over the ruins of

ancient civilizations. Hence the

Yoshies decide to use a relay system,

figuring that the baby would be best

protected by a Yoshi most familiar

with the area he or she was crossing.

Like Pony Express riders, each will

carry Mario for a while before hand-

ing him off to another Yoshi.

Easier said than done! Little do the

Yoshies suspect that trouble is brew-

ing. For the baby's twin was kid-

napped by Kamek, an evil

Magikoopa with the gift of seeing

the future. The previous night, he

divined that the twins would bring

ruin to the Koopa family. Returning

to his castle in the Koopa Kingdom,

he is horrified to discover that he

only grabbed one baby. He orders his

toadies to bring back the other one.

Meanwhile, the hills smile down as

Green Yoshi begins his trek across

through the blooming meadows of

World I. Puffy clouds float in the dis-

tance and butterflies drift lazily in

the sunlight. All is not bliss, though.

The arrival of the baby has roused

the many strange life-forms that

populate Yoshi’s Island into action.

They too want to stop Yoshi and get

that baby!



Like many a young bird, Yoshi would like to try out his "V *

wings. Unfortunately, he doesn't have any. Press the B f V
Button and you'll find that he's a fairly good leaper, though. I .

Practice the many subtleties of Yoshi's jumps. Short, fast

skips can carry him over the treacherous terrain of Yoshi's '

island, including mud flats, palm trees, teeter-totter logs and icy

lakes. He can even take off from enemies if he catches them in midair. V
Careful timing is needed when Yoshi gets on and off airborne platforms.

"

Longer leaps help Yoshi cross wide chasms. He can't afford to come up

short, because it's almost always a long ways down!

"I think I can" should be Yoshi's motto. The little dino doesn't

have the stunning skills or amazing arsenals of some super-

heroes, but he more than makes up for his shortcomings
with plenty of courage and cleverness. Yoshi's abilities may
underwhelm you at first, but you'll discover as you play the

game what a resourceful little guy he is. To make it through
Yoshi's Island and defeat Bowser, you'll have to stay sharp

and know just what to do in every situation you'll encounter.

A rudimentary hovering ability serves Yoshi well.

Simply press and hold B when Yoshi's aloft. Staying

aloft for a few extra seconds can spell survival,

especially if enemies are raising a ruckus below.

Hovering also helps Yoshi slow his descent and

lengthen his glides. By combining jumping and

hovering, Yoshi can travel much farther than

? when he only jumps. HoVering also gives llbshi

A precious seconds for surveying what's below.

J)i This is an especially important ability when

n he's high in the air

^ S3 \ above Yoshi's

lL ^ Island.
One of the simplest ways for Yoshi to dear a path is to W i-J

slurp up an enemy by pressing the Y button, then imme-

diateiy spit it out by pressing Y again. The enemy will roll

over nearby foes. Special watermelons give Yoshi the abili- mLd
ty to blow seeds, fire and ice Bubble Dayzees and Barney

Bubbles blow bubbles, which Yoshi can then exhale They're M
p— not terrifically effective but are

a rather pretty. Lava Bubbles and

- I ot*ier hot-blooded enemies give

Yoshi the temporary ability to

breathe fire

VW The Y Button has more uses than aluminum foil on a

camping trip. Use it to activate Yoshi's amazing

appendage, which goes much faaarther than

y you'd imagine. You can use it to take a long-range

bite out of enemies. Indigestible adversaries such

I as Tap-Taps give ground when Yoshi sticks his

* / tongue out at them. Press Up and Y simultane-

/ ously and Yoshi will stick his tongue straight up.

' This trick is especially helpful when Baby Mario has

been knocked off Yoshi's back and is floating overhead.

Press Down while Yoshi is in the air and he'll slam the

ground like a ten-ton dino. Pounding the ground pul-

verizes rock posts, frequently revealing power-ups
i

hidden within. Careful, though. Pounding a rock
1

1

(f .

platform where there's no solid ground below is a f

one-way ticket to nowhere. You can often pound an

enemy into oblivion, while merely jumping them f

often has little effect. Pounding also shakes the nearby \

landscape like a 6.0 earthquake. Among other things, it 1 j

will knock the dangerous petals off an Eggo-Dil.

-v ij - I- V-.J--igwv



1 J Morphing only lasts for a brief period, so be on the lookout for new 1 1 i

^ morph bubbles to replenish your power. In some cases, unmorphed Vy V
Yoshi will warp back to his starting point, where he can begin again. At other

times, though, morphed Yoshi gets only one chance. Touching a Yoshi block morphs

Yoshi back to his ordinary shape and retrieves Mario.

Mario can morph, too. By touching a bouncing Super Star, he'll morph

into Super Mario. Super Stars don’t give you points or boost your m,.
countdown timer, but they sure do rock out' Super Mario can run like H
the wind and parachute with his diaper, all the while hauling Yoshi T I

^ ^ behind in a giant egg Super Mario is virtually indestructible ^ j J
u— He can plow through deadly enemies and run across f*1**

razor-sharp spikes. Just like Yoshi, though, his

indomitable powers last only a short while until he touch- „\

|
j

es another super star. Watch out. He can warp back into

iV if | \ \ Baby Mario at the most inopportune times!

Thanks to the cutting-edge technique of morphmation, Mr. Miyamoto's design team has

endowed Yoshi with some eye-popping transformations. Throughout every world, Yoshi

will encounter Morph Bubbles. Touch these, then watch out. The more things morph, though, the

more they stay the same. Just as regular Yoshi isn't the island's fastest runner or highest jumper, so

his morphed skills leave something to be desired. As a mole tank,

he can only dig through soft rock, and as a helicopter, he's not quite

sure how go up and down. Yoshi the vehicle can sprout stilt-like

wheels for getting over obstacles. Fortunately, submarine Yoshi has

an endless supply of torpedoes for vanquishing underwater vermin.

Perhaps his most astonishing transformation, though, is into a cray-

on-drawn train, dashing up a wall with Train Bandits in hot pursuit!

Controlling morphed Yoshi is very different from controlling regular

Yoshi. It will take practice to master his unusual skills.

r1 V
'J J J

nique, let's turn to Spike du Mounville, retired coach of the

^ Yoshi's Island Olympic Egg-Tossing Team.

"Yoshi is the best, a real pro. He always stays cen- \
’

I . tered, focused, in the zone. Other young stars pass the off-season \

/ down at the Koopa-Cabana, slurping up the cream sodas, but not 1/

Yoshi. He knows a good training regimen begins with a good diet. He
wants to carry the maximum load of six eggs as much as

jgm possible. That's why he's always making new eggs by

£ ~ M munching on enemies like Shy-Guys and Crayzee

B Dayzees. You've heard of Popeye and his spinach?

Well, Yoshi gets his leafy greens by nibbling

on Egg-Plants. And he never misses a chance L

Egg Block and get more goodies, including special fj .

i prime directive of Yoshi's Island: Don't lose that baby! In \ VCL
each stage, Yoshi needs to jump through the Goal Ring and hand '

Mario over to the next Yoshi. Easier said than done! Yoshi's Island is filled
^

^
with deadly enemies and tortuous traps. What's more, Kamek's Toadies are

\ always hovering just above. If Baby Mario gets knocked off Yoshi's back,

' t he'll float up in a bubble and start bawling. The timer in the upper corner

J
of the screen will begin counting down. If it reaches zero, Kamek's Toadies

/ will swoop down and whisk Baby Mario away!

Sometimes single Toadies will fly down and try to grab Mario, even if the

i timer is still ticking. Bandits are even more aggressive. They'll grab Mario off

Yoshi's back and head for the hills!

\ Whenever Mario goes a-floating, Yoshi should drop everything he's

1 doing and get that baby! If Mario's too high to reach by jumping, try stick-

j_ ing Yoshi's tongue out Hitting Mario with an egg will also bring him

closer. Watch out for enemies, though. If Yoshi touches one while

pursuing Mario, he'll be immobilized for a few precious seconds.

to rub up against an

yellow and red eggs.

"Like a canny big-league pitcher with a fastball and change, Yoshi has

two ways of throwing a dino egg. He always carefully chooses which mode
he'll use, because he can't change once he's begun a stage. In Patient mode,

press and release the A Button. The moving crosshairs will appear in the

direction in which Yoshi is facing. Lock on target by pressing the Right or

Left Button, then press the A Button again to fire." ^

"As you move farther into Yoshi's Island, you'll find enemies dogging your path.

Power-ups will appear only briefly before vanishing. When the going gets

tough, though, the tough switch to the Hasty controller mode! It's

just like the Patient mode, except instead ofpressingA twice to fire,

rafflr \ you only press once. Release the button and Yoshi will throw. You

Jr I

]

can still use your Left or Right Button to lock on target No mat-

./ ter which mode you choose, aim correctly on the first try in order

JJ to conserve your eggs. And remember, practice makes perfect!"



r

Power-ups and special items will help Yoshi overcome the many
obstacles in his path. Try everything, especially if you want to get
a perfect score. (And you do!) If you're in a jam, pause, use your
directional controller to scroll through the list of special items,

and then press the A Button to select one.

COINS

CRABE

NVS fr »OWM
100 coins to earn a I -up. Hidden among

the coins in each stage are 20 red coins. You'll

have to grab all 20 if you want to earn a per-

fect score. Each also counts as a regular coin.

STARS
Increase the countdown timer by collecting as many as 30 of

these scintillating beauties. You'll have to finish a stage .

with all 30 if you want a perfect score. Fortunately, ^ ^ » '

you'll come across lots of chances for star grazing.

FLOWERS
Each flower is worth ten points. You'll have to

collect all five in a stage to get a perfect score.

Collecting all five also gives you a I -up. Flowers

are some of the toughest power-ups to get in

sees
Look for these special missiles in special egg blocks. Toss a yellow egg and,

besides bopping an enemy, you'll get a coin. You'll have to scurry to pick

up the two stars the red egg gives up on impact. A flashing egg creates

a red coin.

MELON PATCH
i?

Swallow a green watermelon and spit the seeds at enemies.

You can't always get rid of an enemy this way, but

you can certainly slow it down. Blue watermelons

allow you to instantly freeze enemies, while red

watermelons give Yoshi flame-breath.



Yoshi's Island offers lots of opportunities

to grab extra lives. Some I -ups are con-

cealed in winged clouds. In many stages, Fly

Guys and balloons bearing I -ups appear briefly.

Find these to open locked doors. Keys are often LJ3

hidden in out-of-the-way places, but are always in the same

stage as the locked door.

Jump on a switch and a secret entrance to a

hidden area will appear, but only briefly! Switches can also

make stairs, platforms and coins materialize. Whenever you

hear the distinctive tock-tock of the switch timer, move fast.

Pick up x-ray specs to see all the red coins in a stage.

These are particularly helpful when you want a

Press B just as you're about to land on one of these

and you'll rocket into the air. Spring balls come in

.wo sizes, with the bigger propelling you

higher.

KOOPA SHELL
Koopa or Para-Koopa, then push Y again to

spit out its shell and eradicate most enemies in

path.

SPRING BALM

CRATE
Pound these to uncrate stars and other

power-ups. Because you can only open

a crate by pounding the ground, make

sure that it is sitting on a sturdy surface.

dJJ TH *OO DS
1-UP

MESSAGE BLOCK

KEY
WINGED
CLOUD

SWITCH
EGG BLOCK

MAGNIFYING GLASS

ANYWHERE POW
These instantly convert every on-screen enemy

perfect score in a stage but don t want to tn

^^^B ble yourself with getting all the regular coins

EXPANSION BLOCK
Strike one of these from below and it will instantly

expand into a giant block. Climb atop the block to

get to high areas.





ftoaws cnmgENlBti
Each flower you've collected in a stage is added to the Goal Ring,

which begins to spin when Yoshi and Mario leap through it. If the
spin ends on a flower, you enter a bonus challenge. Get a perfect

score in every stage of a world and you'll enter an additional bonus I

level. Except for Match Cards, in which good memory can help
)

out, all bonus challenges rely on chance.

HIP CARDS
SCRATCH AND

MATCH

DRAWINC LOTS

Toss an egg at a card

to collect the item

underneath. The

card with Kamek's

Toady is worth

nothing. If you get

Kamek himself,

though, you'll lose

everything you’ve

already won. You

can stop at any time

by hitting Exit MATCH CARDS

illlgfiii
Choose one card

and collect the item

underneath. Yoshi

ill
will jump up and

down to celebrate

winning a special

item. If he draws

Kamek's card, which

is worth nothing,

he'll grimace in frus-

tration.

Gain extra lives

according to how
many Baby Marios

you uncover in

three chances.

Kamek's Toadies are

worth nothing. You'll

get this bonus chal-

lenge if you get per-

fect scores through-

out World 3.

Quickly memorize

the cards' locations

before they are cov-

ered up, then flip the

cards in pairs. A
matched pair gives

you that item. Make

two straight mis-

matches, though,

and the game is over.

ROULETTE SLOT MACHINE
Press Up or Down
to select the number

of Yoshi lives you

want to bet, then

spin the wheels. The

first wheel will stop

on a plus or a times

sign, which is then

applied to the num-

ber on the second

wheel.

Baby Mario and

Yoshi wait with

bated breath until

you stop the spin-

ning drums by tap-

ping the buttons at

the bottom. A win-

ning combination

gives you extra lives.



Having failed to grab both babies on his first try, Kamek resorts to

evil magic to finish the job. Throughout Yoshi's Island, he turns

average-sized enemies into big, bad bosses, often giving them
aggressive new attacks at the same time. Beating them isn't easy,

but remember that each boss has unique weaknesses, too.

BURT TUI
BASHFUL

The first boss Yoshi encounters is more con-

cerned about his modesty than beating the <

dinosaur who's entered his fort. Belt bouncing

Burt with enough eggs and he'll drop his belt,

then turn beet-red with embarrassment before

dashing off. Kamek will have to find some

tougher opponents if he wants to beat Yoshi. M

SALVO TUI SLIMI
Yoshi s last stop in World I is a castle, but the greeting he gets

there isn't exactly chivalrous! Before checking out, Yoshi

will have to cope with this enormously icky

enemy. The slow-moving Salvo skedaddles

faster and faster the more he's hit with

a ^ dino eggs, but he also throws off lots

X of Lemon Drops. Besides tasting

V V
—

PRINCE FROCCY
His Royal Highness doesn't like to work up a sweat in the

jungle heat, so Kamek will have to shrink Yoshi and Mario

down to a bite-sized morsel. Once inside Froggy's stom-

ach, Yoshi will have to fight his out way by using the pri-

mary food in Froggy's diet: Shy-Guys!



Miffed that someone else with a red

nose got to be a hero on that foggy

Christmas Eve, Tap-Tap retreated ^
to a fort carpeted with wall-to-

wall lava. Don't be deceived byf
his grin. This prickly predator^^
would love to give Yoshi a hot

bath!

With her mile-wide smile and easygoing gait, Milde is one of the mel-

lowest adversaries Yoshi will encounter on his journey. Hit her with an

egg and she’ll barely shrug. You'll have to split her personality by

pounding her head. She has good reason to be laid back, for few

intruders ever make it to the inner sanctum of her castle.

Yoshi bursts in on napping Baby Bowser and boy, does a major

tantrum ensue! Kamek has a bit more potion up his sleeve,

though, and uses it to change the whiny little baby into huge. „

horrifying Bowser. Instead of expressing himself by

scribbling on the walls. Bowser now blows huge

fireballs. As if that's not enough. Bowser's earth- X i i

shaking footsteps threaten to send the castle

crashing down around Yoshi and Mario!

Mists swirl around the castle high up in the mountains at the end

of World 4. Yoshi finally makes it to the parapet, the mists clear,

and Eeek! It's a giant Koopa Troopa! Fortunately, Yoshi keeps his

wits about him and remembers that Koopa Troopas are most vul-

nerable when on their backs. Watch out, though. Hookbill has the

unique ability to pull in his head and shell the opposition.

Halfway through the snowbound landscape of World 5, Yoshi

encounters the first boss in video-game history whose heart has a

5-o'dock shadow. Sluggy oozes with the desire to leave Yoshi out

in the cold, but the dynamic dino can stay warm if he keeps his

cool. Slug Sluggy by pitching eggs at the bewhiskered one’s heart,

but be warned: Kamek's magic potion quickly fixes dents in

Sluggy's slimy skin!

High in the night sky. a small brown globe spins.

Guarding it like a hawk is ravenous Raphael, a rotund

raptor armed with flame-throwing feet. At this altitude,

it's easy to get lightheaded and feel your head spinning,

especially with Raphael chasing you all over the planet!

If you succeed in beating this bird, though, you just

might put a new constellation over Yoshi's Island.



When first playing a

stage, you should only con- X
centrate on getting through

/ f
in one piece. Don't be dis- / M
appointed if your score /l m '\ '

is low. As you gain expe- \\ m
rience, though, you'll '

' %
want to try for a perfect

score. The only way you ^
can gain access to extra

stages and bonus chal- f
lenges is by obtaining I
a 100 in every stage of 1
a world. Perfection B
isn't easy, but fortu- X
nately there's a lot of

help available. Press V
Pause and check your
inventory of special

items. The Magnifying

Glass will scope out all red
coins in a level, while the

Anywhere Pow and Winged Cloud
Maker makes every on-screen enemy
into something nice.

TREASURE HUNT

PERFECTION'S PAYOFF
Like regular stages, extra stages offer the opportunity to gather

30 stars, 20 red coins and five flowers. There's no bonus for per-

fection here, just the satisfaction of knowing you've aced one

more stage. As you continue your exploration of Yoshi's Island,

you'll find that the bonus challenges are even more valuable than

the extra stages. That's because once you've won the right to a

lenge, you always have access to it You can play a bonus challenge again and

again to stock up on special items. Because the bonus challenges are mostly

games of chance, you may have to try a few times to get all the special items

that you want

Chalking up 30 stars, 20 red coins and five flowers in a stage takes

persistence. Finishing with 20 or more stars is usually easy, but con-

cluding with a full complement of 30 is tough. Because you can't get

special items from your pause screen while fighting a boss, you'll

have to have 30 stars before entering his lair. Then, you'll have to

beat the boss without allowing Baby Mario to be knocked off

Yoshi's back at all! The toughest red coins to get are toted by Fly

Guys, who hover for a few seconds before dashing off. Be ready to

drop all that you're doing and reach for the red when it flits

Other red coins are hard to find. Use the maps in this Player's Guide to

make sure you haven't missed one. Flowers are often secreted ii

out-of-the way places. You'll need an expertly placed

jump or egg-toss to pick them.

21





FANTASTIC
After coming out of the shy guys'

j

up at the winged cloud to release

right and shoot another winged c

that will grow faster than Jack's

beanstalk! Climb the stalk and go

to the cliff on your left. Shoot the

flower, then drop down to the

ledge just below. Another winged

cloud will appear, hiding even

more stars. Remember that to

CHOMP ROCK
Push this Chomp Rock to bowl over

Shy-Guys and a Wild Piranha. The
piranha above can't bite you as long

as you don't jump.

lock the aiming cursor, you must

press Left or Right.



a bandit in a balloon-toss

in a wonder world filled

with waterfalls and coins!

from u ,

ground.

T
0« • *0 OO ’V

I

INCOMING!
It takes split-second timing to

elude the Incoming Chomps
while still grabbing all power-ups.

If a big shadow falls on you, jump

quick, or you'll be dino burger!

The Chomps follow specific

paths, so you can't be clobbered if

you stay in a safe area.

UELICOPTER
Yoshi doesn't fly very well as a regular

dino, so it's no surprise that when he

morphs into a helicopter his aviation

skills leave something to be desired.

Fortunately, he has unlimited tries as

long as he doesn't touch a Yoshi block.

SECRET PASSAGEBALLOONS EVERYWHERE
Grab the key by shooting the balloon holding it a loft Use the

key to open the locked door below. You'll then compete with.'

Pound a post into the ground to uncover a winged cloud. Shoot the

cloud to reveal a switch. Hop on the switch to open a secret pas-

sageway, indicated by the red

arrow. You'll yourself

TINKLING COINS
The second message block has info

about controller configurations. Jump

on top of it then jump again and fly

to your left Keep jumping. Listen for

the distinctive sound of Yoshi gather-

ing coins. When he's all done, exit to

the left
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Nintendo (W?
payer's Guide byour s/de! After knocking over the flower pot and grabbing

the key, the Gargantua Blargg would like to block

your way back to the locked door. Shoot him with

an egg and he'll disappear with a whimper. Cross

the lava lake quickly, though, or he'll return with a

vengeance!

Shoot this cracked block in the ceiling, then hop up and go to the left as far as

you can. You won't be able to see Yoshi, but he'll be racking up scores of coins.

Return to the hole in the ceiling and go to the right for more coins. You'll have

to shoot the cracked blocks in your path. This route will drop you off at the

Middle Ring.

Kamek appears throughout Yoshi's Island,

using his evil magic to transform low-

V level enemies into big bad bosses..^^^|

\ Here, he pumps up itty-bitty Burt into a

m big bouncer. "Bashful" is certainly an

% appropriate description for Burt. Knock

off his pants with eggs, and he'll turn

beet-red with embarrassment and

scurry away! The Egg Plant

j beneath the floor will shoot

f out a steady stream of eggs,

/ Except to grab the eggs, stay in

/ the sunken sections of the floor. [S.

/ Press Down to duck whenever

Burt tries to jump on you. He
can't hurt you unless your on

the main floor.

To cross the lava lakes in Burt's basement, first shoot a winged cloud. A platform will magi-

cally appear for you to walk on. Don't be so quick to cross the seesaw, though. After leaping

aboard, tilt down the right side, then, dash up the steep incline and leap to grab the flower

near the ceiling. It will take fancy footwork to grab another flower down near the lava. Just

remember to hotfoot it to the middle if you feel the seesaw is tilting too much. At all times,

watch out for the Red Blarggs lurking in the lava!

v
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DIC IT, DINO!
Hop down through a hidden passageway

to find a metamorphosis bubble that

allows Yoshi to dig like crazy for coins,

including two red ones. Don't bother

digging out to the Yoshi block. When
time runs out, you'll warp back to Mario

if you haven't touched the block. Just try

to get the red coins!

CASH CACHE
Grabbing the last five coins in this stage is tough.

Because they're all red, though, you'll have to snag

them if you want a perfect score. If you're confident

about your leaping ability, stand on the donuts and

wait for them to drop. Getting all the coins will take

three leaps. Another method is to jump onto the

nearby ledge and shoot back at the coins with an egg.

BE A HICH ROLLER
Wheels with red-and-white platforms spin in place. Yoshi will have to stand on platform

edges to grab all the coins. Just don't fall off! He can make the wheels with green-and-white

platforms roll along tracks in either direction by hopping from platform to platform.

DUNKINC
DONUT?

The fragile donut lifts will fall slowly if you stand

on them too long. You can prolong that sinking

feeling by jumping up and down. With the

relentless pace of this level, though, you'll just

want to keep moving.



This little house leads to a bonus area. To open it, smash the yellow stone

overhead until a winged cloud is released. Shoot the cloud with an egg to

make it drop a key.

Feeling di-di-dizzy yet? Touch a floating Fuzzy and it'll definitely put a wrinkle in

your reality. You can always shoot a Fuzzy to stop it from hitting you, but it's

wiser to save

along the way. Watch out for the Wild

Piranha, though. The shaking ground

might roll you right into its choppers!

Pound a red-and-yellow bridge, then swim through the pond below to grab all the coins.

Get back to solid ground by jumping onto the next bridge, then climb to the top of the

ramp and jump straight up. A spring ball will appear. Jump on it i
1

to rise to a hidden area. Head for the Chomp Rock and stand on

its right side. It will roll, revealing a winged cloud. Bop the cloud

with an egg to make a beanstalk grow to the clouds, where you'll hMWMtMMwSH

Yoshi can hold a Melon Bug in his mouth for only a short while

before swallowing it and making an egg. If he can make it to this

pipe that's pouring out Shy-Guys, though, he can make as many as

999 I -ups. First, use Melon Bugs to clear the path of the Wild

Piranha and tap-taps. Then, grab another Melon Bug and rush to

the pipe. Avoid the tap-taps on the platform by taking the plat-

form beneath them. Spit out the Melon Bug at the Shy-Guys com-

ing out of the pipe, if the melon rolls to the right side of the pipe,

retrieve it and spit it out on the left side. After bopping the first

few Shy-Guys out of the pipe, the Melon Bug will convert every

subsequent one into a I -up.



After leaving the basement, you'll have

to make your way through a maze of

platforms and spinning wheels. See

those spotted platforms? The spotted

sides are safe, but the serrated sides

will separate baby Mario from Yoshi!

Spin the platforms around by shooting

the arrow blocks overhead with your

eggs. This arrow block will also spin a

crucial, unseen platform below.

Jump on the liquid lift for a counterclockwise

tour of the castle's basement. Make eggs with

the Shy-Guys coming out of a pipe in the cor-

ner, then use one to shoot the flower just

below the ceiling. Take

: a

room to a flower and

a Middle Ring. l| w
™

When you get to the exit door, shoot

directly up to reveal a winged cloud. Shoot

again, and a switch will drop

down. Hop on the switch, but “Tj’pjJlP?

don't go through the door!

the stone r'S

Kamek converts a little Lemon Drop into this big

W hulking boss. But as Yoshi likes to say, The bigger if YyS
they are, the faster they melt! He needs only to

shoot Salvo with eggs and the big yucky guy will

slime away. It helps to have at least one egg before fT
entering his lair, but it isn't necessary. Yoshi can always replen-

ish his supply by swallowing the Lemon Drops that Salvo

throws off when he's hit. Touch the Lemon Drops,

though, and they'll separate baby Mario from

Yoshi. The smaller Salvo gets, the fester he

moves, so be patient when you aima and shoot. Be careful, too, or Salvo

will push you into the lava pool

at the end of the room. Just

wait patiently in the left

corner and you won't

be hurt.

Instead, drop

floor directly below. Enter the

secret area indicated by the

red arrow. A message block

has a top secret tip to get

another I -up. Aim carefully

—

you'll need four eggs to grab

this bonus.

The key you've grabbed admits you to this area with two hidden I -ups. Bring a full supply of

eggs, because it will take at least five to get both I -ups. Jump on a wheel with an arrow and

it will take you in the direction in which the arrow is pointing. Change direction by hopping

up and down on

the wheel. A ‘

wmged cloud win
f

appear when you gW
¥Vw, **’* T>*^1

run into the upper

left-hand corner of 4* I
the room. Shoot it
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FAST FOOD
Make the best use of your precious few seconds

before the screen starts scrolling. Make eggs as

fast as you can by eating every bat in sight. Jump up and

bats flying high in the air, then shoot the winged cloud

snag some stars.

BULLET BOUNCE
Any ordinary dino can catch a bullet in his teeth. Yoshi, though,

has style: he can jump and

bounce a bullet in mid-

flight! That's the only I

way he can get past this I

point. By taking the high I

road, Yoshi grabs coins I

and can shoot a winged I

cloud. Don't worry about I

Poochy. The ever-faithful I

pup will be waiting when |

Yoshi lands on the other

side! Because the scrolling sceen pushes you along, it's a good

idea to leap into the clouds just after you shoot them. That

way, you can grab the stars before they have a chance to fall

and run away.

HERE'S THE
LOWBOWN

Be sure you have at least three eggs when you reach

this point. You'll need the eggs if you want to collect

additional power-ups, but you won't have another

chance to make them. Pass safely under the spiked ball

by pressing Down to squat. When you have enough

clearance, leap

up to grab the I

three red coins. 1

Next, use your I

three eggs to I

shoot t

winged clouds
|

and a flower |!

overhead.

START

MUNCH MACMADINO S BEST FRIEND
You've heard of Lassie and Rin Tin Tin, but those posers can't

hold a canine candle to Poochy. He doesn't mind the heat at all.

In fact, this fireproof fido can slog through lava rivers unharmed!

Though small, powerful Poochy can tote a

and a baby on his back. And he's

doggone loyal, always going in the

direction Yoshi and Mario want to

go. If Yoshi and Mario are separat-

ed, Poochy will wait patiently until

they're reunited. Poochy will also

wait while Yoshi jumps into the air

to grab power-ups. Whenever

Poochy is separated from his friends,

he seems to know exactly where to go

meet them again! Near the end of this

stage, Poochy will glide through the air to meet

his friends at the Goal Ring.

Some of Poochy's fireproof qualities have rubbed off

on Yoshi. Shortly after dodging off a bullet, he lunch-

es on this Lava Bubble. This is more of a defensive

maneuver than anything else, because if the bubble

flies too close, it will knock Mario off Yoshi 's back.

FLIP CARD*
Increase your chances of playing in a bonus challenge by collecting as many flow-

as you can in each stage. Each flower is added to the Goal Ring. If the spin-

ning ring ends on a flower, you will play a bonus challenge. Here, you can flip

cards and collect the items underneath. If you

pick a card

with Kamek's
(

toady, you v

nothing, but if I

you collect I

Kamek's card, i

you lose every- I

I thing you’ve
|

won! You can t

stop while your
|

ahead by choos- I

ing the exit c
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STAGE I

What’s Gusty
Tasfa Like?

Press and hold diagonally Up and Right,

then jump. When Yoshi 's head sticks in

the ceiling, release the B Button for a

split-second, then press it again. This

tough move is worth the practice!

h^itatZ
a
hl

natUra'

woods of Yoshi'"*?Th® a™ateur ge0 i*
and

'

,n Yoshi Woulri
8

!

g,st

in air,
but he has
Worl< to do!

Touch a super star and Mario will become-

What else? A super star! For a short time,

he'll be able to dash up walls and across

ceilings. He can even parachute!



Whenever an X appears on Yoshi, get ready for one of the Baseball Boy's famous

fastballs! If Yoshi sets himself up as target here, though, he can

win a I -up hidden by the winged cloud. First,

ricochet an egg down the chute. If the Baseball I

Boy catches it, he'll try^ ^ 1

Jump down and stand {«•>>«•*£

next to the directional 11
>: 1 \ ,A_

arrow. The Baseball Wwyrv
|

»T 1 ^

All that practice with the Baseball Boys comes in handy

here. Yoshi will have to carefully bounce an egg off the ceil-

ing to get this flower. Don't forget to grab the super blue

watermelon before leaving. rio
^ o o o o o

Freeze breath comes in o o o 0 o o

handy against enemies! ff^^^f**®*®***®*®)^ °

After morphing into a mole tank, disregard the

message block's directions and dive straight into

this shaft Turn right — —
and keep digging. You i

won't be able to see m I
Yoshi, but he'll come JnfLl
out in this hidden area fjfc JSSf

. |

with coins and a I -up. P7I

Shoot or pound through rock so that you

can climb to the power-ups at the top of

this chamber. Then, demolish what's left

to make sure you haven't missed anything.

A switch hidden in the rock will admit

Yoshi to a cave filled with coins that are

guarded by a blue Garguantua Blargg!



Shoot eggs at both blue Boos in this hidden room. Each

time the Boos will! grow bigger until they burst and

change to a switch. Hop on the

switch to make

Both Big Boos and little Boo Buddies cover >

1

their eyes with their ghostly hands when you

look at them You won't be able to hit them 7;^'!^’!-

with eggs as long as they do that. But you can't

ignore Boos either, because they'll knock Mario

off Yoshi's back. The trick is to look away and hit them with ricochet shots.

Fortunately, the stone walls give good bounce. Wait until a Boo comes close

inV,,
ks Yost’i

have ghost o'« here, but hen t realize how
1 smViV

°w

%*> Biggt d 'n°

F°n fee/s
1 Old
to Yoshi!

curtain of gold

coins appear for a short time. After

the curtain disappears, change the

other blue Boo to a switch and the

curtain will be replenished.before firing.

When a Boo

gives up the

ghost, it also

gives up a

star or two.

Maybe Kamek's potion isn't so special after all. This

time he makes an ordinary Boo grow bigger, but not

smarter. Bigger Boo thinks that if he covers his .

eyes, Yoshi won't do anything. Guess again!

Have your aiming cursor ready at all times, and

when Bigger Boo moves close, fire as fast as you

can. It’s a good idea to change your controller con-

figuration so that you can fire by pressing and

releasing the A Button, instead of having to press it

twice. If you run out of eggs, eat the bats flying

around the room. Yoshi can leap through Bigger

Boo when the big ghost covers his eyes.

Judging from all the Boo Blahs hanging

from the ceiling and sticking to the floor,

Bigger Boo’s fort needs a good cleaning!

Yoshi's in a hurry, and besides, he figures

Kamek has the broom. Before passing

these yucky guys, Yoshi should wait until

they're harmlessly scrunched up on the

floor or ceiling.

Hopping on switches builds bridges over

the lava. Cross the bridges quickly before

they melt into thin air. Here, you'll have

only a few moments to bounce an egg

where the arrows are pointing. The

winged cloud holds a key to a locked,,

room you've already passed. /
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You'll find this crate sitting on a rock pedestal

and protected by rock steps. If you pound the

crate, you'll plunge through the soft ground.

Instead, push the nearby Koopa shell to knock

out the pedestal, then wipe out the remaining

steps with eggs. Aim carefully, since a stray shot

could destroy the platform. Then push the

crate onto the solid brown platform. Inside is a

valuable key to the choo choo!

When you first enter the cave, head to

your right until you reach three blocks,

then shoot straight up to dislodge a

spring ball. Use it to rocket to an area

filled with power-ups, including a

watermelon seed spitting contest that

pits Yoshi against a Bandit!
Leap over this slow shooter and his short range cannon balls and continue

on your merry way. There's a nastier duo lying in ambush just before you

leave the cave. You can also try bouncing an egg off the ceiling.

crumbs i

you find
VVay out!
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Shoot a winged cloud to reveal a

switch that drops you down to

this puzzling area. You have to

decide which of four shafts to

pound down, and you don't have

a clue which is best. Once you go

down, you can't return. The cor-

rect choice is the second shaft

from the left It conceals a flower.

Eat a Fat Guy, and what do you get? A fat egg.

You can't throw them as far as little eggs, but

my, do they shake the ground when they land,

making a star out of every enemy in sight! You

can only throw your eggs in the order in

which you've made them. —
so you may have to waste

your little eggs in order to

get to your big one. Fat

eggs are particularly handy

for dislodging pesky Lakitus • {

from walls.

When Yoshi morphs into a vehicle, he can't control the acceler-

ator. He can, however, elude enemies and grab ^
power-ups by going up on^

’

tiptoe. Don't miss the

opportunity to morph into a W
-J

’

helicopter halfway through!
.
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‘hem? Wh,w"y old ga;
ep

» Karrtek'

Bandits are trying to run away

with baby Mario! Fortunately,

they move slowly. Your goal

here is the key in the flower pot

in the upper left-hand comer.

Dizzy Dandies, empty flower —yep. ^
castle The

^
capper comes when Kamek sprinkles flj
this dungeon-dwelling pot with looney I 1/

potion number 9. changing it into a raging blowhard! 1
w 1

The Potted Ghost has one little problem, though: I

he's still stuck in his pot. His only means of transportation are two \
Shy-Guys, who push mightily but can't go very fast. The Potted Ghost V

will try to shove our heroes back with his big sharp teeth. That's O.K. Just \
watch out for his bad breath. As soon as it disappears, rush to the pot and push

"

hard. You don't have a second to lose, because if you give the Shy-Guys a few inches they'll

have Yoshi backed up to the left side, where he'll fall off. Be careful that you don't fall over your-

self while pushing the Potted Ghost over the brink.

Dizzy Dandy tries to pretend he's a flower, I

but any Yoshi can tell that he hasn't shaved in

a week and, besides, he doesn't wear the req-
I

uisite sunny smile. Dizzy will try to dive-bomb

Yoshi, who should jump and hover overhead

while Dizzy wanders off in a daze. Don't over-

look the good flower that's nearby, though.

The bomb-throwing Shy-Guys in the attic pre-

sent a bigger danger. Watch out for them at all

times.

c?
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ne switch and
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NEED A LIFT?
Start by jumping down the pipe to your left You'll find

I 20 stars below. Back on the surface, hop on this

I switch to create stairs that take you to a fast-moving

1 lift Hop off to activate another switch, then hop back

1 aboard.

LOW BRIDCE, EVERYBODY DOWN
If you take the spring ball on the right you can pluck a flower on your way up. On top of the

blocks, dash left to flip this switch, then run to your right and jump on a life. As soon as the lift

bottoms out duck! Immediately afterward, this lift's trip ends. You'll have to make a short hop to

grab these three red coins and another flower. Watch out for the Wild Piranha! This sequence

immediately repeats itself: duck down, hop over a Piranha to grab a flower and three red coins,

then land on another fast-moving lift and duck.

"V'Wl
1 V vV ^

52

You gotta ask yourself: "Do I feel lucky?" Scratch three of

these seven cards. If you get three Marios, you get five I
-

ups. Two Marios net you three I -ups and one Mario is

good for a single I -up. It's pure luck, but the good news

is that there's no downside. You can't lose any I -ups

you've already won.

SCRATCH AND MATCH

HURRY UP AND WAIT
Jump onto the last switch as soon as you see it, then skip onto the spring ball. You II arc

high and to the right, grabbing coins and a flower before landing on another lift As soon

as you clear the platform above, jump onto the last spring ball. Again, bounce high and

arc to your right. Hover until the switch timer runs out, then land on the last lift

aSBttSm
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STACE 1

Monkeys'
Favorite Lake
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These monkeys are a smart bunch. The

traditionalists resort to the tried-and-

true coconut bop. while their more

technologically advanced brethren drop

bombs on our heroes. Some monkeys

spit watermelon seeds. If Yoshi clobbers

these guys and eats what's left of the

watermelon, he'll be able to spit

seeds, too. Yoshi can also eat /T’’
monkeys to make eggs, but

step lively. These little guys f
move fast!

After tumbling down this steep hill,

you'll land in the drink. Push Down,

then roll your thumb to the left.

Yoshi will swim through a subter-

ranean tunnel and come out here. If

you hop up the platforms, Yoshi will

wind up in a bonus area above the

treetops that's filled with I -ups!
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Like most spiky things, Tap-Taps are

indigestible. However, you can push

them off ledges with Yoshi 's tongue

or eggs. Also, beware of the Spear

Guys. Yoshi can swallow these little

warriors if they're facing away, but

when they're facing him they'll

deflect his tongue with their shields.

When this spinning wheel whisks Yoshi

into the treetops, jump to enter a hid-

den area with four red coins. You'll also

use the key you've found to enter a bal-

loon-toss mini-battle. When you return,

make sure you have a good supply of

eggs to scramble the Dancing Spear Guys

1 ar|d a Wild

, 0 iPiranha

I blocking
your way.

Patient p,makes a r
aPpearanc

If you're stuck, touch a pastel block to trans-

form it into a lift. The powder-blue lifts

move side to side, while the peach-colored

lifts move up and down. The lifts work for

only a limited time before transforming back

into stationary blocks, but you can always

reactivate them.

Grizzled old-timers of the swamps,

Clawdaddies don't like to be dis-

turbed, especially by bothersome

baby-sitting dinosaurs. Approach too

closely and they'll whack you with

their big red claws. Shell them with

three eggs, though, and they'll give up

some stars. When traversing these

bayous, watch out for the Flopsy Fish

and, especially, the Frog Pirates.

These last guys would love to grab

Mario with their long, icky tongues

and hop away!

fYUlSt

anw
monstens

‘‘"d "aniaca,
donkeys!



Seeking respite from the midday sun, the Clawdaddies have

retreated to the cool confines of the castle. Since these

Clawdaddies don't give up stars when hit, save your eggs by

hopping over them. Lure a Clawdaddy by moving close to it.

When it's under a niche in the ceiling, jump over it.

Having learned from

his past failures at

raising big bosses.

Kamek decides to

shrink Yoshi and Mario

for Prince Froggy's eating ^
pleasure. Unfortunately for

Kamek, the prince also likes to

lunch on Shy-

w h e n jnEmi.MBr I
itty-bitty^^^^^^^^>^
Yoshi eat

Shy-Guys, the

eggs he produces look

gigantic! Throw the eggs at H
Froggy's uvula. That's the 5j

red, balloon-like thing at the

back of Froggy's throat,
jj

Watch out for the droplets 3

of stomach acid raining Ij

down. Yoshi will have to 9

bop the uvula many times to |

give Froggy a permanent I

stomachache!

Vffl
You'll have to ricochet an egg if you want to pluck

this flower from the lethal spikes. Just don't shoot

the winged cloud over Yoshi 's head first! It will cause

a platform to materialize that will seal off your prize.

You can replenish your egg supply by eating the

Lemon Drops that fell from the ceiling. IN* >o
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Shoot an egg where the arrow points to

make a flight of stairs materialize. They

will take you to an Egg-Plant sprouting

from a lift The lift moves in a big clock-

wise circle, giving you plenty of opportu-

nities to rack up coins, stars and I -ups en

route. Aim at the center of the circle until

you get to the top, when you should aim

up and to the right As soon as an item

appears, fire away!
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ground.

After morphing into a mole tank,

you'll fall down a shaft. Then, you'll

have to dig through this maze. You can

dig only the rock, not the blocks. You

have unlimited morphs, so don't touch

the Yoshi Block until you retrieve the

two red coins in the shaft and the four

in the maze. You'll also find a flower in

the maze.

Hex your dino-musdes and push this Chomp Rock

over the ledge and down the shaft When it finally

comes to rest hop up the series of yel- _

low ledges. When you get to

the pipe pouring out Shy-

Guys, go left and shoot a

winged cloud to grow a rare BBS
underground bean plant
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It's time again for Yoshi to run silent,

run deep. Grab all the coins while tor-

pedoing the ravenous fish en route.

Your aim doesn't have to be perfect,

because the torpedoes will home in

on the nearest target. Don't go too

deep, or you'll lose a life. You can

morph as often as you want until you

touch the Yoshi Block.

° tonch
urger! When this winged cloud dips into view, shoot it to

sprout a fast-growing plant. Climb the leaves and jump

to the right to enter a hidden

area. Once there, stick to the r I

treetops, because down below l

there's nothing but lots of mis- kETMSpvjHRSV
chievous monkeys who would

love to grab Mario and run away!

IIY, YOSHI, riY
Get a running jump on this spring ball by

starting on the two taller trees to its left

You'll arc way up high and to the right

before landing on the right side of the plat-

form. Walk on the platform to reveal a

winged cloud. Shoot an egg to get a I -up.

You can return to get the coins and flowers

near the spring ball. Hop up

the red platforms to the

right, then pound the rock

wall separating the red and

brown platforms. If a Spear

Guy approaches, hop onto

another platform until he's
, g

passed by, then jump back

down and eat him.

After eluding the first pair of Lunge Fish, hop off this platform and slide your thumb Down and

Right Paddle through the water to get the coins and flower, then shoot the winged cloud to

get a key that will admit you to a balloon-popping mini-battle. Afterward, avoid the nearby

Dizzy Dandies by hopping onto the egg block and then onto the treetops.

Lurking with half-dosed eyes near

the surface of Monkey Lake, the

Lunge Fish look like they're about to

fall asleep. Don't be decoyed! They'll

lunge out of the water when least

expected, swallowing Yoshi and

Mario in one huge gulp. Your best

strategy is take quick hops and fly

over these piscatory predators.

Walking or running isn't advisable,

because the mud bars and floating

clumps of lake grass make it tough to

get good footing.



Slow down, Yoshi. The Caged Ghost is blocking

your path! He looks mean, but is easy to beat.

Simply make eggs by eating the Shy-Guys he spits

out. When you have a full supply, knock him back

to this niche, where you can leap over him and

continue.
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After schussing down seemingly bottomless

1
scries of water slides, Yoshi winds up in a OB'/

,

very damp dungeon with an ordinary

Wild Piranha up on a ledge. Not for long, 7^|
though. Here comes bad old Kamek to fertilize the

feeding flora, which hops into the water to become ^
Naval Piranha, the insatiable seaweed of Yoshi’s Island!

Naval Piranha charges Yoshi, but very slowly. To pluck this preda-

y X y tory plant, bounce eggs off the wall so they hit its stem. Naval

l ~ I Piranha will also launch Nipper Spores that float down slowly and

A change into Nipper Plants when they land. Yoshi can eat Nipper

Plants to make more eggs. Careful control of Yoshi 's jump and

hover abilities is a must when eluding Naval Piranha's charges,

because touching the polka-dotted predator will knock

CC baby Mario off Yoshi's back.

You'll want to get both flowers hovering just above the water in this flooded

chamber, as well as all the coins, first, ricochet eggs off the platforms to knock

out the hanging Wild Piranhas. Shoot another egg at the same point and it

will skip over the water, snagging the power-ups. You can also jump in the

water and swim to the items. You'll encounter two more Caged

Ghosts on your way to Naval Piranha. Like the

first one you met. they'll shrivel up when
1

-

t ^ in the sewers include Ravens and those old

iJ11! troublemakers. Lakitus.



Jump straight up from the spinning wheel to reach a hidden area, where you'll

find a winged cloud and two crates that contain a slew of stars and coins. After

racking up the power-ups, dive down through the opening between _
the trees to land on another spinning wheel.

If you run out of eggs while battling your way through the vines, go

to the Pause Screen. Press Right to scroll through your list of *

special items, then press A to select an egg icon. You will get a [
full supply of six eggs. Besides U ' «’ — v/
being handy tools for bopping [aTTc/
the mischievous monkeys in tins ^
section, eggs provide the best

way to pluck the two flowers

below you. Toward the end of

your journey through the vines. MLA y
an Egg-Plant will refresh your 1P~ yyTU-

supply. Throw eggs to grab coins X JD

out of your reach. .

disturbed.

oooo

When you land on the platform leading to the Goal Ring, two Fly

Guys bearing red coins will swoop down from the treetops. Jump

Tap-Taps patrol these two walls. Knock off the first while still

on the spinning wheel by sticking out Yoshi 's tongue. The

second is out of tongue-range, so evict

him with an egg.

As soon as you^
leap on the next —M

1

spinning wheel. ”
get ready to S

o

shoot the Fly dfjb t
Guy who will g*l/J

appear

The jungle is a wild place, but fortunately these two walls remain

from a long-departed civilization. Take cover behind them while

advancing on this pair of seed-spitting simians. When a monkey

pauses to take another bite of watermelon, jump up and snatch

it out of his hands. It's easy to time your attack if you remember

that a monkey will only spit four seeds at a time before reload-

^ 3
ing. You can spit seeds up to

*£< knock monkeys out of vines

anc* grab power-ups.

It takes fast and fancy footwork to get

past this wall and still .

pluck the flower. An j V
to

wait until the spin-

ning wheel lifts you § .

to the wall. Quickly \ J
tap Left a few times

and you'll pass through

the wall. Be ready to jump

into the hidden area above. I

Pick a card, any card, and win what lies underneath. Just don't I

pick Kamek's card!
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The road to the halfway mark
congested

with Koopas MaSBiWyH flflgSgl

and Bullet
*

Bills. Grab this

blue water- gAnVit '
t.

•

melon and K|
1*'

freeze the foes

in your path.

This glowing crystal cave is full of coins,

but Bandits are lying in wait for unsus-

pecting intruders. These sneaky thieves

hide behind the colored crystals and

attempt to nab Baby Mario off your back.

You can beat

them their

game by lumping

over every crys-

tal that you pass.



You don't have to choose between the I-

up and the flower. You can have both.

After throwing an egg at the Koopa Troopa

and letting the shell hit one of the items,

walk left and enter the hidden area beneath

the waterfall. When you return to the sur-

face you can take another shot at Koopa
and collect the item you left behind.

If you're trying to collect this flower by tossing eggs, the

yolk's on you. The only way to nab this item is with a Koopa

shell. Stand on the pipe, jump in the air and spit the shell at

the narrow

This 4 . i Cl Rl
move requires

timing and

patience. If

you save your

game at the

halfway mark,

you won't be

able to return

to the flower.

TAKE THE HICH ROAD
If you have an extra egg and can grab this spring ball, you can ride

in style to the upper Goal Ring. Stomp on the air pump to fill the

red balloon and hop aboard. If you keep your balance, the sput-

tering balloon takes you all the way through the rest of the stage.

It doesn't matter which Goal Ring you jump through to com-

to nab a perfect score on both



After you've picked up all four keys and unlocked the fortress

doors, it’s time to reign on Marching Milde's parade. Yoshi's eggs

have no effect on this large, menacing marshmallow. Instead,

deliver a ground-pounding stomp on top of Milde's soft head.

The force of the blow cuts the guardian down to size. Marching

Milde multiplies each time you divide her in half. Keep airborne

to avoid the congestion on the ground. When Milde is reduced

to nearly nothing, you can clean up with a few eggs or effortless

jumps. Congratulations. You just completed one of the longest

stages in the game. ^

FEEDIN6 FRENZY!
While walking to Marching Milde's Fort, Yoshi felt the ground shake beneath his

feet. Glancing over his shoulder, he barely had enough time to spring ahead of a

pair of slashing white incisors!

It's a Chomp Shark attack!

You'll be a bite-sized dinosaur

hors d’oeuvre if you stop to

hover or stomp an enemy.

Keep one step ahead of this

voracious predator as you

sprint for the shadows of the

fortress. It's a culinary fact

that Chomp Sharks can't

stomach the taste of dry

fortress mortar.

FOUR KEYS TO FIND
Most players find that they spend more time in this fort than any other stage in the game.

To reach Marching Milde's chamber, you must collect four keys. Some keys are easier to

grab than others. Many players have a tough time getting the key in the lava rooms in the

lower left corner of the maze. Get this key first so you _

can save your progress after you enter

the first locked door. Practice and

patience—it’s the only way to complete

this tough stage.



Nothing can stand up to the overwhelming weight

of Chomp Rock. It's a good thing this big, bad boul-

der is on your side. Put

some muscle behind the

rock and it get rolling.

Don't get stumped if Bg
Chomp lands in a hole.

Pound down the logs and

continue rocking and a
°,\™“

rolling right past the o
r

halfway point in the stage MRPMMPvf HKPfp

Don't hit that cloud left of the bridge! If you do.

you won't get the really cool items beneath this

tricky bridge. Jump off the left hill and flutter right

through the hole beneath the bridge. Flatten out

the soft floor and collect all the coins. Now you

can hit the cloud and finish the stage.

Use a bridge or two to nab all the items at the Lake Shore Paradise. If you

shoot away at the clouds in the stage, you should find enough bridges to

travel safely above the roiling waters and snapping fish.

If you monkeyed around the • sHH
murky waters of Monkey's

Favorite Lake, then you prob- I

ably know how to dive |S
beneath the waves. If not, try

stomping in the water and

holding Down on the Control Pad. If you

swim to the left you can find a room with a

bunch of extra stars.
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PIRANHA PLANT
This Wild Piranha Plant takes a bite out of

anything that flies overhead, so you might

want to use an egg or shell and take him out

before he has you for lunch. The plant

snacks on anyone using the flying platform

or the spring ball. If you don’t have anything

to throw, retrace your steps to the left and

grab a Koopa Troopa.

NO HOT AIR HERE!
If you can knock this spring ball loose, you can bounce into one of the most unusu-

al areas in the game. Jump on the accordian shaped air pump to inflate the red bal-

loon. If you stomp on the air pump, you can get the job done

twice as fast After the balloon is inflated, jump

aboard and collect the coins. As the balloon begins

to sputter and Yoshi begins to flutter, look for a

floating helicopter metamorphosis bubble.



While most stages in Yoshi’s Island require eggs

to solve puzzles, the key to surviving Hookbill's

Castle is to kick shells. Knock

off a Koopa and follow the

shell to see where it bounces.
|

Shells slip through narrow pas-

sages, exposing doors and hid-

den stairways. This allows you

to save your eggs for more

important things, like defeating

Hookbill. A

Not sure how to get through

Hookbill’s twisted maze? We’ve

made it a little easier by designat-

ing each route with a letter.

Follow the path from A to H and

you should have no problem find-

ing your way to the ruler of Koopa

Castle. The trickiest part is using a

shell to open new areas of the

maze. If you're still stuck, check

out the tips on the next page.

°’f tur-

While he looks big and

Hookbill the^ mean,

Koopa isn’t too tough if you I

know his secret weakness. This tired \

old turtle ate too many dinosaur eggs for~
breakfast and has a scrambled stomach. Target your

eggs at Hookbill’s head and fire away. If your aim is true and

you throw fast enough, the aroma of the eggs knocks

Hookbill back and gradually turns him topsy turvy.

If you don’t hit Hookbill quickly enough, he'll have

time to recover and you'll be forced to run for

cover. If you do turn the Koopa leader over on his

back, jump on his belly and stomp his turbulent

tummy. When Hookbill gets on his feet, leap on his

head and pick up the eggs he drops. If you jump fast enough,

you should be able to grab an easy half-dozen. Repeat the

pattern again. Hookbill retires to his medicine cabinet after

you stomp on his stomach

three times.
«gse

'
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A TWO-FACED MAZE
The Impossible? Maze has two sides linked by several large pipes. You can

enter the large pipes by holding Up on the Control Pad, but you may need

to find something to stand on to enter a portal. While the Goal Ring is locat-

ed along the bottom of the “dry" side of the maze, you must travel through

all of the pipes to get there.

Don't let this little monkey get on your

back. The Grim Leecher weighs the same

as Baby Mario, and Yoshi is easily fooled

when the ghoul clings to his saddle. The

trouble with the Grim Leecher is that he

hangs on and is tough to shake loose. Keep

jumping and stomping around until you

dump the creepy clinger.

tuww

If you have a few extra eggs, the high items in this

room are within your grasp. Bounce eggs up off the

left wall of the chamber,

Use the L and R buttons

controller to uHRon your

lock in the perfect angle

for egg deflection. You

need to master this

technique if you want a i

perfect score.
J

DON'T BREAK A CRATE!
Don’t break up the wooden crates in the maze. Each crate helps you

find your way further into the stage. Use the boxes as stepping stones

to reach the high drainage openings. When moving crates throughout

the maze, note that they can be carried along only by the sewer cur-

rent, not against the flowing water. Each time you use a crate to climb

into an opening, you’ll find

another crate to explore

I further in this twisted stage.

E«e BOUNCE

MATCH CARDS
Welcome to the Match Cards bonus game!

To win, you must flip each of the 14 cards

over in pairs. If you match a pair of cards,

you receive the item printed on the pair

you mismatch cards twice, the

over. Luckily, all the cards
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Thunder Lakitu is one of the

most annoying enemies in the

game. Keep an egg ready and dis-

pose of this pest as soon as you

see him. If you're lucky, you can

bounce him out of his cloud, take

it over and soar high above the

trouble on the ground. Don't let these melting icicles fall on your noggin’.

With Bumpty Birds sliding like loose pucks across

the ice, it's difficult to avoid every icicle tumbling

down from the low ceiling. While many icicles fall

on their own, you can speed up the process with

eggs or melon seeds. Save a few of your eggs for

the road ahead.



Hit this high-flying cloud and collect a pile

of cold coins. Hold Up on the control pad

to make the cloud appear at the top of

your screen. Toss an egg and walk right to

the red arrow. You can find a crevasse by

pounding the loose snow. Use Baby Mario’s

super powers to snatch as many coins as

possible.

This winter wonderland is teeming with baddies, but

you can make the going easier by pushing a snowball

in front of you. After you’re done rolling the snowball

to the right, use it i
1

as a stepping stone \ ,

y y y

k to climb over a Ll 2.% „ 9 0 „k V 9 il IB towering snow- MIL M
covered ledge.

B It's easier than

W ice climbing. HSpyJlWT

Z/
115 'ey level is sticker

^°ur frozen path. LjU.

You’re almost to the end of the stage, and it has finally started to

snow! Enter the chalet and grab |»n--—
your freshly waxed skis There HH
are still a few rocks on the runs. BjBBna
Keep a finger on the Jump EK9

Button and you’ll bomb through
|

the level in record time! I 'x&T a
Flowers and foes are locked

within the frozen clutch-

es of large blocks of ice.

Eat a red melon and burn

away the ice with your

breath. You can’t melt B
everything, so use the mel- W

I.Vk, . - .r .M -*t. ,* A,a&. - ^ r;
—

- * . A .*
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gerous ceiling. Run across the

squishy blocks and flutter to the

next block. Pressing the jump but-

ton results in a thorny surprise, so

don’t use it. If you’re still stuck, use

a few seeds or eggs on the thorns.

Welcome to the lair of Sluggy the Unshaven! Kamek the Magikoopa transformed

an ordinary little slime into a big monster of a Blob. Sluggy's actually glad to /
see you (he wants to give you a hug) but the only way you're going to sur-

vive this diabolical dwelling is to break Sluggy's little heart. Load up on eggs

and toss them at this hairy slime-ball. Keep throwing the eggs until you make a dent

large enough to hit Sluggy's vital organ. Kamek’s spell rapidly heals any damage to Sluggy, so you're

— going to have to throw eggs hard and

fast. If you run out of eggs, run back to^ the left and grab half a dozen at the egg

plant on the edge of a steep ledge. If you don't finish off Sluggy before

be reaches the Egg-Plant, you’ll find yourself slimed and pushed over

the edge. If your aim is accurate and you don’t waste a lot of time,

you should find this slimeball fairly

V “ easy to defeat. But don’t get

\ \ cocky. This is the last easy

/ \ ^ opponent in the game. \

I
’ '

"" \ \ Kamek knows you’re getting close and A
V 1 capture

\ Baby Mario and save the future King

f \ \ Bowser. E^sSSS

As soon as you begin Stage 5-4, enter the left

door. This featureless _
room links you up to \7jJ *T
one of the best codes in MaflHHHftflHHI
the t yo.. 1

!

to use an Anywhere

POW or a Winged

Cloud item to make a •v.ByPPsE^

secret door appear, fgjgjj

Hey! It's your pal, Muddy Buddy, and he’s here

to get underfoot In case you’re wondering,

that's good news for you. Muddy Buddy can’t

feel the pain of spikes or thorns beneath his

feet Use him to recover all the coins in this

dark, rich corner of Sluggy’s Fort Muddy leaps

when you jump, sticking to you like...mud!

Hold Down on the Control Pad to release

Muddy from his dirty duty and continue on

your way through the rest of the stage.
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While Goonies are usually mild-mannered birds,

they are known to panic around noisy aircraft.

Turn off the autopilot and keep an eye out for

frightened fowl when^
Yoshi morphs into a ‘JC§

”
helicopter. It only takes JH
a few feathers to lock H|
up the rotor blade and r -£6

send your aircraft into 0000
a final tail spin.

|

Looking for a way into the tall pipe over your head? Walk to

the right until you see a westbound Goonie. jump on the

Goonie's back as it flies by ^—you won’t hurt it. The EF ~S
I 1

7^ Goonie has the L-? 'A { p
strength to fly close enough

below the pipe for an easy

jump. The pipe leads to a

secret room and a flower.
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The winds are strong in the clouds, and

you'll be swept along^
the first section of this

stage. By staying on the
|

q 0 0
left edge of the screen, I 0

you'll be prepared for l«OT^(r
every new intruder or 2K
challenging jump. Use

[

this technique on all I

scrolling areas. 1

BAD BOYS Of SUMMED
While the eggs thrown by Baseball Boys hurt more than a brush-

back pitch, they can also get you home again. As you jump up along

the pipe, let the Baseball

Boys take their best

shot. If they don't throw

a screwball, their shots

will flip over the rotating

platforms and give you

the stepping-stone you

need to get above the

clouds.

ON THE
MOVE

EASY WAY OUT
If, by some amazing stroke of luck,

you find yourself bouncing off an egg

thrown by the Baseball Boys or on

the back of a wandering

Gusty, you’ll reach the very

top of the highest cloud in

the stage. Jump to the right

to find the Goal Ring a hop,

skip and leap away.

©
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The only thing between you and the pipe leading out of the first half of this treach-

erous level is a Wild Ptooie Piranha Plant. Move around on the platform and avoid

anything spit in your direction. All you have to do is feed this mean weed three eggs

and you can break your way through the pipe. If you don’t have any eggs, lap up a

few of the yellow hairballs spewed by the noxious plant. It’s a known fact that a Wild

Ptooie Piranha Plant can’t take what it dishes out As soon as you're through the

pipe you can save your progress at

the halfway mark. The worst is # > >’

finally over. » if

The sky is falling! Well. . . O.K., everything in the sky is

falling. The trick to clearing this collapsing bridge of

blocks is to maintain the high ground across the bot-

tomless chasm. By staying on the higher blocks, you have

more time to think about your next tricky jump to the

right. A couple of

Bullet Bills have their

sights on Yoshi as yon

close in on the Goal I

Ring, Bounce off their I

backs and continue

quickly to the right.

If you want up this out-of-reach pipe, you need friends in high places.

Goonies are actually feathered friends. Wait next

to the pipe and jump

onto the back of the

Goonie as it flies beneath

the pipe, The Goonie ' ^"1

can't carry a heavy load

very long, so quickly jump (\j) 1
up into the pipe. Now
you're on a higher path to K
success.

1

MBM
><

I

If you made it this far, you’re

at the heart of the stage. If

you can catch all the right

platforms at all the right

times, you’ll make it through

unscathed. While many play-

ers are forced to memorize

platform patterns, you have

this handy map in your

Player's Guide. Simply con-

nect the dots!

fi
y
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Baby Mario knows that the secret to getting all the coins out

of this room is to get down—down the tracks! After morph-

ing into a train, follow the tracks down the screen, around to

the left and up again until Yoshi has covered the area in a

counterclockwise direction. Shy-Guys from the wrong side of

the tracks are out to derail you, but if you do the locomotion

and catch all the train morph power-ups, you’ll never run out

of steam.

BALANCINC ACT
This rolling rock is barely balanced on a precipitous peak

(just like his name, Raphael the Raven likes pairing

that sound the

same). Step quickly

across the boulder

before it tumbles

down the mountain.

As long as you don’t

linger on the rock to

admire the view,

you’ll be just fine.

Yoshi’s faster than a speeding bullet! The only way to this high ring is

to bounce off the back of Bullet Bill. From the ring, walk to the left

along the upper

passage until you

reach the gun.
'

After the gun fires.

run ahead of Bullet

Bill and jump off tQ I
his back as he ’ I
passes beneath the I
opening. If your kjB

jump is timed prop- Mjl ^
erly, you'll reach Mg -

, „ ...A
the halfway mark. BfcMPEgtfHMjP

Bottoms up! Get ready for some

stump-jumping and heavy stomping as

Raphael the Raven chases you across

the globe. When you enter Raphael's

chamber, the Magikoopa Kamek appears and

casts an evil spell, teleporting both Yoshi and Raphael

to a world with unique polarity. Slam the poles

through the globe and trip up Raphael as he

runs on the opposite side. While Raphael can't leave you

stumped, his flaming fireballs and fancy footwork let him J
cover all corners of the globe in seconds. Jump as soon as

you see sparks shoot from Raphael’s talons. This topsy-

turvy battle can make some players dizzy, so take a break if

stomach begins to • JPtS
somers.iuit Yoshi wl

j

warp back into the jifV'

game once he trips up 1

Raphael for third
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If you want to ski through this level you must have the key

to open the chalet The key is in the previous section of this

level beneath the Chomp Rock. Thankfully, you can retrace

your route if you still need a key. After unlocking the door

and locking your ski boots into your bindings, schuss off to

the right and down the mountain. The runs don't have much

snow this time of year. Be sure to jump over any exposed

boulders or rolling Chomp Rocks.

Kamek is determined to knock

you around this stage, but his

temper and big mouth give him

away every time. Listen carefully

for Kamek's shout and quickly

jump to a new location on the

screen.

After completing Yoshi's wild ski run off the mountain, all you have to

do is morph into a helicopter and follow the

arrows to the Goal Ring. T
Well . . . O.K., there's a lit-

j
tie more to it You only get p

1

one shot at morphing into a ^
helicopter and flying to the

goal. If Yoshi loses his mor-

phing powers, he’s perma-

nently grounded. Kamek is

still hanging around, so be

sure to change your altitude

frequently as you fly to victory.^
Rouler

Bet your life on the roulette wheel! As long as you have more than one life,

you can take a spin. Use the control pad to place your bet and start the wheels

with the A Button. The wheels stop when you hit the A Button again. Your

winnings are based on the sum of the wheels and the number of lives bet. Just

like real roulette, the odds of winning big are not in your favor.





POUND THE POST
TO POP BALLOON!

Don't let the seed tumble into the pit! Pound down the gnarled

post before building the red platform. The red platform contains

valuable soil nutrients that promote accelerated plant growth. Use

the new plant to hop up to the locked door high above your head.

NO LOOK, NO LEAP!
Incoming chomps are the literally the pits, but there's a

trick to getting around them. Run back to the left as an

incoming chomp flies into the foreground.

you run far enough, you'll hear the

sound of the chomp creating a crater, but

when you return to the right the hole

will be gone.

TT



?>>»* bandit"

Throngs of sneaky bandits are

lying in wait for an unsuspecting

dinosaur. Kamek has a bounty

out on Baby Mario, and these

crafty thieves are out to

collect!

are deter;
to take a I

off Yoshi’s

You made it past the spinning logs, but the sun is suddenly blot-

ted out by an incoming storm. Unfortunately, those aren't

cumulus clouds looming on your horizon. Duck and dodge the

floating Fuzzies as they slowly pass above and below you. If you

find yourself on a

collision course. WZ |

throw an egg to

clear the air. If you P -
line up /our shot

properly, you can

take out more than

one Fuzzy with a sm-

gle egg. J

Springing skyward off the top log makes Yoshi the top dog!

After bouncing off the highest spinning log, hold Right on

your Control Pad while Yoshi is off the top of the screen.

If you timed your jump properly, you'll find a series of

rooms full of coins and I -up opportunities. Pick the cor-

rect door to uncover more treasures in the rest of the

rooms!

Way point.

While most players find the spinning logs more painful than a splin-

ter beneath a thumbnail, the logs offer a benefit beneath their bark.

If you hit your Jump button as Yoshi lands on a spinning log, he'll

shoot into the stratosphere or even a secret room. Gutsy players

can use the spinning logs to make huge leaps throughout the level.

Unfortunately, jumping on a spinning log is a lot like playing roulette.

You won't know where you'll land or if your number is up. Get some satisfaction and a valuable red coin by setting

this precariously balanced Chomp Rock in motion. Walk

on one side of the boulder to knock it off balance, but

remember to leap up off the rolling rock before

you're taken for gran-

itc and caught up in

the avalanche. If you

need practice with this ,

there's -

another opportunity

front of the Goal

Ring.



Not all the checkered blocks in this

room look like cold tofu. The block

on the far right side of the room is

a sneaky slime carrying the key you

need to the halfway mark. The slime

surrenders the key after you hit it

with six eggs. Load up on eggs on

the right side of the room and jump

over all the spikes on the floor.

Perhaps Tap Tap the Nose

is smiling because he thinks

has you |iist when-

Tap Tap

grinning because your eggs

can't hurt him. Perhaps Tap Tap is smirk- ^
ing because he believes he can finish you off ^
before you figure out how to beat him. But it's your

turn to smile. You have the Yoshi's Island Player's Guide!

Aim your eggs at the floor and break the blocks below

Tap Tap's feet. The green blocks dissolve with a single

hit, but the red and yellow blocks take longer. When
you'

* large enough

I hole, knock

I Tap Tap back-

wards into the

lava.

You need a key, not a corkscrew, to uncork this Qfc, i o « ° ° ° 0

vintage maze. Your progress through Tap Tap's

fort is hindered by a corked pipe. Thankfully. X^fejALjl
the cork has a keyhole. A room near the lower

left corner of the maze hides the key to your JHLLmI
escape, but you need to defeat Salvo the Slime

to snatch it. If you run out of eggs, leave the

room and lap up the Little Mousers scurrying across the ledges in the maze. Each time

you leave the slime's lair, he regains all his strength, so you need to load up on a full

inventory. After six consecutive hits the slime dissolves and presents you with the key.

Grab it and leave the bottleneck and the rat race behind.



The last rolling Chomp Rock prior to the end of The Very Loooooong Cave is your key

to getting into this coin room. Don’t let the rock get behind you or it could push you into

the hot lava. Jump on top of the Chomp Rock and ride it across the lava below the door.

Keeping your balance on the rolling boulder is the trickiest part of this stunt. Chomp
Rock not only protects you from third-degree burns, but serves it as a handy step ladder

to help your reach a bonus room. . _ , . .

Have an egg or two handy? You'll need more

than a few to break through the barriers and

collect the items in this hidden section of the

Very Loooooong Cave. Conserve your eggs and

aim accurately to remove all of the rock walls in

this twisted tunnel. If you run out of eggs, pause

the game and check your inventory for a regu-

lar watermelon. Seeds can also break down the

You're past the halfway mark and on the home stretch to the Goal Ring!

Don't let the falling Chomp Rocks ruin your chances for a happy

ending. Do your best to keep ^

L

up with the rapidly scrolling

as you jump across the m
pits right Time your

carefully Look listen

before you leap. The best

for safely reaching the

goal is to wait until the Chomp
Rock drops and rolls in front of

you before you make your next

move.



fHOOT THE CLOUD FREE THE FPRINC
BALL!This lonely little cloud is your key to finding the

way out of the underground maze. Many players

are stumped by the red arrows and think they

must jump up through the tiny opening (good

luck!). Make it easy on yourself and shoot an egg

in the direction of

helpful platform

leading to the door

out of here!

Don't be stumped by the empty chamber. Use

melon seeds or an egg to break the soft ceiling

over your head and release the spring ball. If you

bounce high enough, you can grab the flower one



The Chomp Sharks prowling Stage 6-7

are designed to keep you moving rapid-

ly through the level. You might even

notice that the second shark waits while

Yoshi switches platforms. Ignore the

sharks and concentrate on your leaps

and landings.

While it looks like this flower is impossible

bandit in the chamber can help you out

Stay on the right side of the screen and I

aim an egg at the left flipper. You can lock
|

in the angle of your throw with the L or I

R Button. If you wait long enough, the

Bandit in the chamber steps on the flipper,

briefly opening the hole. Bounce the egg

off the left flipper and claim the flower.

This murky room is full of coins, but you

need to compete with a pack of egg-steal- I

ing Little Mousers. Break up the rock to
'

expose a hidden red switch. Jump on the

switch and start collecting coins. You could

spring off the backs of the squeaking

rodents to grab the high coins, or use a

green melon and spit the seeds skyward.

Repeat either method until you run out of

coins or switches.
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Yoshi must morph into a helicopter to cross

King Bowser's castle moat, and Kamek is

determined to dive-bomb the intrepid

dinosaur. Kamek's broom is much faster than

Yoshi, and the Magikoopa likes to sneak up

from behind. Quickly change your altitude as

soon as Kamek appears on the screen, but ^
watch out for the Goonies.

Baby Bowser was having a good time scribbling on the walls of his nursery before

Yoshi and Baby Mario dropped in. He's more than a little jealous about Baby Mario

getting a piggy-back ride. Unfortunately there is no way to convince Baby Bowser

that he’s too heavy for a dinosaur ride. Pound the ground around Baby Bowser's

feet until he's knocked off balance and falls on the ground. Keep doing this until

Kamek weaves his final and most dangerous spell. The key to defeating the giant

Bowser for good is to throw dino eggs at his face while maintaining steady footing on the

' parapets above the crumbling castle ramparts. While it's easier to hit Bowser when he's close, keep in

mind that it's easier for him

Throw an egg at the four spinning

doors and choose your destiny.

All hallways lead to Bowser, but some

paths are easier than others. While there

is no way to pick a specific route, door

four is the easiest. Replenish your egg

supply before you continue your journey. hit you, too, and

should put this baby bully back to bed.

If you entered Door Two in King

Bowser's Castle, you need to find a

key to continue on your journey. The

key is being held by Salvo the Slime,

the guardian of the first world. Load

up on eggs prior to entering Salvo's

chamber. The slime surrenders after

six hits.

XX
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Getting around the second half of the Castles

Masterpiece Set can be a thorny experience.

Improve your odds for success by spitting melon

seeds to break up the thorns. Use this painless

technique to remove the all the thorns on the

floor and ceiling where the moving platforms spell

out "YOSHI."

One last water-filled moat separates Yoshi and Baby Mario from the Goal Ring. Rise

above the thorny barricades by swimming to the rising bubbles in the water. If you

tread water long enough, a speedy platform whisks you away to the end of the

stage. If you need additional coins for an extra life, swim beneath the thorns before

you leap for the Goal Ring.

The final bonus challenge in Yoshi's Island

the opportunity to win extra lives withoi

game like this in Vegas! As each tumbler

rotates, hit the A Button to f g
lock in the slot windows.

Three cherries give you two K’dy.'yi

lives, three eggs win three lives

and three lucky sevens reward

you with five extra lives. While

risk is low and the reward can

be high, slots are the toughest

game to win.
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By now you may have snaked through sever-

al worlds of Yoshi’s Island, or maybe even all

the way to the end. Getting 1 00 percent on
all levels, though that’s a
challenge that can stump
even experienced players! To
help you out, the pros at

Nintendo have explored
every inch of Yoshi’s Island.

They’ve pounded every post,

looked in every nook and
checked every cranny. They’ve blast-

ed every hazard and tried every
attack against every enemy. Think they’ve

already coughed up all their insider info?

Think again. In the coming pages, you’ll get treated
to lots more tricks. How to cross lava lakes. How to

skip see-saw logs. How to beat every beast and
botanical brute. And who’s out there to lend you a

helping hand or egg. So hit the road, but don’t go
without this guide by your side.

Otherwise,
you’ll be one
extinct dino.



SUDDENLY, STAIRS
Throw an egg at a winged cloud and sometimes a stairway or platform will materialize.

These are permanent However, all passages generated by hitting a switch disappear after

only a few seconds.

DEANSTALK
These are also created by shooting winged clouds. A seed will drop out and grow quick-

er than Jack's beanstalk! Hop up the leaves. There beanstalks don't lead to ornery giants

growling "Fe, fi, fo, fum." Instead, Yoshi will run into plenty of little enemies.

PADDLE WHEEL
Red ones spin in place, while green ones move across the screen. The trick to getting a

paddle wheel to spin is to jump straight up. When you land on the next platform, your

weight will cause the wheel to spin. You'll find lots of opportunities to practice, because

these dino-movers are found throughout Yoshi's Island.

poocuy
A dino's best friend makes his home throughout Yoshi's Island. Poochy is bright, obedi-

ent and frolicsome. He can paw his way across painful spikes and even lope through lava

without losing his cheery smile. Fortunately for our heroes, Kamek doesn’t have a crim-

inal canine on his side! Always ride Poochy as long as possible. He provides powerful pro-

tection from lava, spikes and other hazards.

CHOMP ROCK

il ft

FLATBED FERRIES
These anti-gravity platforms follow the dotted line. If their path ends with a red circle,

the platform will bounce off it and return the way it came. However, if there's no red

circle, the platform will simply fall. In both cases, it's best to jump off before reaching the

end.

FLIPPERS
These allow movement in only one direction. Enemies as well as Yoshi are held back by

them. Flippers also block eggs and missiles thrown by Yoshi's nemeses. Explore carefully

before passing through them. You'll want to be sure you’ve grabbed every power-up pos-

sible.

Rock out with these grinning pieces of granite. When pushed, a Chomp Rock bowls over

every enemy in its path. Once a Chomp Rock gets going, though, it's hard to get it to

stop. Watch out or it will squish Yoshi flatter than a crepe Suzette. Leap from the top of

a Chomp Rock to high-up places.



troNer nun
These giant gooey blocks in the ceiling hold Yoshi aloft a little bit longer than if he just

jumped and hovered by himself. They provide a valuable retreat when enemies are mak-

ing trouble below. Yoshi can also fly the length of the squishy stuff without touching the

floor once. Press and hold diagonally Up and Right, then jump. When Yoshi 's head sticks

in the ceiling, release the B Button for a split-second before pressing it again. Squishy stuff

on the floor cuts down on how high Yoshi can jump. This can help Yoshi when he is try-

ing to get through passages with low-hanging thorns.

Jump atop one of these and it will go in the direction in which the arrow is pointing. If

you jump, the wheel will begin spinning again. Tap the B Button slightly to control your

direction. Brown spinning wheels keep you aloft as long as you want, but blue ones dis-

integrate after a brief period of time. Yoshi can grab and hold a spinning wheel in his

mouth, then spit it out elsewhere.

CHAIN CATE
While exploring castles and forts, Yoshi will find his way blocked by these medieval-

looking barriers. Quickly shoot three eggs at the pulley on top. The pulley will wind ir

the chain and open up your path. If you take too long, the gate will slip down again.

BUCKET
When the swimming gets a little too treacherous and there's no lifeguard around, toss

an egg at a bucket and hitch a ride. Yoshi can shoot eggs while riding a bucket, which he

can't do while swimming. The bucket protects him from enemies as long as they stay

below the water or lava outside.

MOVINC BLOCK
These devices are about the same size as egg blocks, but come in the pastel hues favored

by Miami Beach interior designers. Hit a powder-blue moving block from below and it

will transform into a lift that moves side to side. A peach-colored block moves up and

down.

SPINNINC WHEEL

ITUMBLERI
These delicately balanced devices are always in motion, but begin spinning rapidly when

something as light as a babysitting dinosaur hops aboard. Avoid being taken for a tumble

by skipping quickly across. Also, wait until the tumbler is spinning away from you.

TEETER-TOTTER
It's a real balancing act to make it across these precarious perches. If you land on the

center point you'll be safe, at least for a second or two. It helps to hover until you're

over the exact center before dropping. Your toughest task will be grabbing all the near-

by power-ups and avoiding enemies while keeping your balance.



The gyro a go-go is the latest dance craze on Yoshi's Island, and Yoshi knows all the right

steps. He avoids becoming a dizzy dino by staying in the middle of the twirling tiers and

jumping straight up. To gather coins, Yoshi edges out to the end and stays there for a full

revolution. Patience will deliver a big payoff. Just be careful that Yoshi doesn't fall off.

You can step on a countdown platform at any time. However, whenever you step off,

you subtract one from the number on it Leave a platform with the number one on it

and it will vanish .with a puff. Basically, you get only a limited number of chances when

crossing these platforms.

In the first three worlds, Yoshi will see lots of balloons bearing Shy-Guys, bombs and gifts,

such as star-filled crates. In World 4, he'll be able to take a lighter-than-air ride himself.

Balancing atop an inflated balloon isn't easy, especially when Yoshi is also trying to grab

power-ups on the way.

Yoshi has a bit of frozen fun in the winter wonderland ofWorld 5 by making a giant snow-

ball out of the soft, fluffy stuff. Besides chilling out all enemies in Yoshi's path, a snowball

provides a great way to reach ledges overhead.

A fresh flurry of powdery snow has sent swarms of ski buffs to the steep slopes of World S.

Getting aboard the lifts is easy, but you'll have to share air space with lots of Bumpties

and skiing snowmen! To avoid getting knocked off, jump straight up and hover before

dropping back to the life Your momentum will keep pace with the lift.

Sluggy the Unshaven's Fort is full of gelatinous curiosities. After eluding Georgette Jellies

and pipsqueak Sluggies, Yoshi bumps into this rubbery wonder. Exercise some dino-mus-

des to squeeze the squishy block against a wall, making it taller and thinner. Yoshi can

then hop on top of it to get to a higher point.

In World 6, tricky timbers sit still as long as Yoshi doesn't jump on them. A few seconds

after being tapped by a dino foot, though, they begin spinning madly. Move quickly or

these logs will roll you over.
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ATTACK JUMP

POUND THE
CROUND

X

ECC TOTS

SLURP

Danger is afoot, Yoshi. Besides a

dozen bosses, more than 1 00 trou-

blemakers roam the hills and dales

of Yoshi’s Island. They range in size

from the dinky Cloud Drop to the
humongous Nep-Enut, but they all

have one thing in common: they
hate babysitters! Some slow-movers,
like the Shy-Guys and Lantern
Ghosts, are very easy to beat. For
others, such as Tap-Taps and Kamek
himself, the best strategy is to avoid

them at all cost. To help you find

your way, here’s a field guide to the
foes. Next to each are four circles,

one for each attack method. Green
indicates that Yoshi can beat the

enemy with the attack, while red

shows he’ll strike out. Amid the
legions of foes are some good eggs,

including Egg-Plants and Huffin

Puffins. They're listed at the end of

this section.

• =SUCCESSFUL
ATTACK

• =FORGET ITI



BULLET BILL
Yoshi can't catch a Bullet Bill In

his teeth, but he can knock one
off course by hopping aboard.

BLOW HARD
They spit prickly seeds with

painful accuracy. Stun them with

an egg, then dash by before they

BLUE BOO
They only flutter in the darkest

chamber of Bigger Boo's castle.

Hit them with three eggs.

BOO BALLOON
If he could, Boo Balloon would
get a mohawk and a bunch of

tattoos to show what a toughie

BOO BLAU
Lurking in the stonework of

Bigger Boo's castle, the Boo
Blah's "Boo!" is worse than its

BOO BUDDY
Big Boos in training, these bite-

sized guys would love to take a

bite out of Yoshi.

BOO CUY
Basically Boo babies. Boo Guys

can be found wherever the Boo
family parties down.

BOO MAN BLUrr
Another Boo who goes bump
in the night in Bigger Boo's

Castle. Found near the Blue

BOUNCINe BULLET BILL
Also known as the Killer Three

Bs. These yellow guns home in

on the nearest dinosaur and fire

ECCO-DIL
These fast growers are inde-

structible, but their petals pro-

vide a full supply of eggs.

FANS
Fangs favor caves and other

dark, damp places. Their erratic

flight patterns make them tough

EAT CUY
Eat a Fat Guy to make a huge egg

that turns every on-screen

enemy into a star.

EILUINe LANITU
Always angling for a catch, these

cloud-riders should be busted

for fishing without a license.

FLAMER CUY
"Don't play with matches." his

father said. "You'll get burned."

his mother said. But did he

listen?

FLieUTLEtt
SKELETON COOKIE?

Also known by their scientific

name. Flightless skeleton goon-

um. Or, less formally, Eeek!

FLICIiTLE?? COOKIE
If you hit a Goonie with an egg,

or eat one and spit it out, its

wings will fell off and it will run

away even fester than it flew.

FLOW FISH
These high-jumpers frequendy

swim into your path. However,
they're quite tasty and make
great eggs.

FLY CUY
If you get him to drop his red

coin, you have only a few sec-

onds to retrieve the coin before

it vanishes.

FLYING WICCLER
This near-sighted creature con-

stantly mistakes Yoshi for a daisy

in bloom.

DR. FREEZEGOOB
An extreme skier par excel-

lence, the doctor of dare doesn't

like dinos homing in on his icy

BURT
Follow the bouncing Burt! Give

up? Then throw an egg at him

and he'll cough up three stars.

CAGED CMOST
Lurking in sewers, this tough

guy eats Shy-Guys, then spits

them out for your egg-making

CHAIN CHOMP
This brute has been locked up I
in Sluggy the Unshaven's dun- I
geon for a long, long time, and I
he's very mad!

CRAZEE DAYZEE
This space cadet likes to hum "If

're going to Yoshi's Island,

r some flowers in your

DANCING fPEAR CUY
into the funky rhythm or

else these jitterbuggers will

lance you with their spears.

Ouch!

BARNEY BUBBLE
Stomp on him and he'll blow

bubbles, which you can then

swallow and spit out

BIG BOO
Just like a monster in the

movies, Big Boos like to sneak

up from behind when Yoshi's

not looking.

BUMPTY
Found largely on the snow
drifts and ice lakes of World 5.

Bumpties can send Yoshi skid-

ding like a hockey puck.

CACTUS JACK
This sharp guy is always on

lookout for someone to stick

CLAWBABBY
It takes three eggs to do in

these jungle-dwellers. Some
have also moved into Prince

Froggy's Fort

BARON YON
ZEPPELIN

Bombs away! The Baron always

pauses before releasing his pay-

load, so dash for cover!

BOWLING COONIE
Without wings or legs, this

chubby Goonie just keeps

rolling along.

BUBBLE DAYZEE
When this flower child blows

bubbles, Yoshi can catch them
in his mouth and blow them
back.

DIZZY DANDY
The best way to deal with this

fake flower is to jump when it

rolls underneath.

BEACU KOOPA
Shorn of its shell, the Koopa
Troopa shows he's no
Schwarzenegger. You can make
him into an egg. though.

CLOUD DROP
Watch out for these wherever
the billowy white stuff is found

on Yoshi's Island.

COIN BANDIT
Beware of Bandits bearing gifts!

This one would like to trade a

red coin for Baby Mario.

AQUA LAKITU
of sewer vermin, these

bomb-throwers rival New York

City's famous alligators.

DANCLINC GUOST
Another homebody without

much of a body, the Dangling

Ghost doesn't like to get egg on



FCOe PIRATE
These larcenous amphibians

have tongues even longer than

Yoshi's. and they'd love to si

Baby Mario!

rum
They won't hurt Yoshi,

they'll definitely warp his world!

They drift down in droves and
,

•e very hard to avoid.

CARCAMTUA RLARCC
The hot-blooded member of

the Blargg family. Maybe he’s so

angry because no one will trim

his eyebrows.

CEORCETTE JELLY
You can splatter a Jelly on the C
walls, but they always spring R
back for more gooey good I

COOMBA
Most often found around I
Koopas, these grumpy waddlers L
flatten out when you jump on E
their noggin!

COOKIE
These birds will bomb you with I
Shy-Guys, but they'll also give I
you a lift if you just hop aboard, f

CREEK CLOVE
Always looking for an egg to

’

,y catch with. Green Glove's

favorite pitch is the high hard I

CREEK TOADY
A frustrated Kamek sends these

guys to snatch Mario whenever |
he's knocked off Yoshi's back.

CRIM LEECUER
This usurper kicks Mario off. I

hops on Yoshi's back and
rses your controls.

CRIMPER
Whether swinging from trees

or swimming in the water,

Grinders seem to be ev

where in World 3.

CRUKT
Throw an egg to relieve these I
guards of their spiked headgear. I

then eat them to make r

eggs.

CU1TY
it's a blustery day. you'd bet- I
r watch out for these gale- I

riding ghosts both in and out of I

HARRY UEPCEUOC
Strictly a cave-dweller, this

small creature puffs up his spiny
’

back when strange dinosaurs
{

approach.

<3?

HEFTY COOKIE
Too much bird feed and TV
makes for one roly-poly

Goonie. Even Yoshi can fly bet-

ter than this guy.

U00T1E THE BLUE FKU
Aquatic pests that inhabit the

irs of Yoshi's Island,

Hooties primarily swim in

threesomes.

UOPPIKe TAP-TAP
Unlike their earthbound bros,

they live high in the air on mys-
terious gravity-defying rocks.

Highly inedible.

HOT LIP1
Always on the lookout for a

good time. Hot Lips likes to

squirt lava on everyone who
passes by.

IKCOMIKC CHOMP
Their razor-sharp teeth aren't

dangerous as the huge

aters they make when they

hit the ground.

JEAK PE FILLET
Jean adapted himself to a life in

lava lakes by going on a serious

KA600MBA
He strolls slowly, but unleashes

a painful payload. It's pretty easy

to evade this cantering cannon.

KAMEK
Throughout Yoshi's Island, this

broom-rider dispenses evil

magic in a relentless effort to

grab Baby Mario.

KAMEK'f TOAPIEf
Always waiting just overhead,

Kamek's Toadies live to spirit

Baby Mario back to the evil

Magikoopa.

Swallow a Koopa and spit

its shell. The shell will zip c

the ground like greased light-

LAKITU
These bombardiers zip around

on clouds. Dislodge the Lakitu

and take a ride on its cloud.

LAKTERK CUOfT
Better to eat a Lantern Ghost

curse the lack of an egg.

LAYA BUBBLE
one up. then breathe fire,

it to smoke the

competition.



What'll those smarties think <

next? Watch for them wading i

water and climbing rocks.

Not only do Lakitu fish without a

license, they also set bonfires

without the proper permits.

These drift slowly from the ceil-

ings of caves, castles and forts.

You can't make eggs out of

nipper plant*
Hatched when Nipper Spores

touch ground, these hopping

choppers make excellent eggs.

Unlike their feathered family-

members, you can't hitch a ride

on a Skeleton Goonie.

These pistol-packing varmints

try to hold up Yoshi after he's

morphed into a steam engine.

This Ken Griffey Jr. wannabe

loves it when you throw an egg

right across the plate.

Too much time reading under-

ground comics has made this

beast a regular pussy-cat. Just hit

him with one egg.

WALL LAKITU
Original members of the Hole-

in-the-Wall Gang, their shifty

eyes always give them away.

You always have a few seconds

before this ceiling-crawler falls

onto Yoshi's head.

Mr. P.D. jealously guards a

secret cache of coins in Burt

the Bashful's Fort.

WIIIRLY ELY CUT
These flickering aviators cough

up coins when you shell them

with eggs.

Only around when you're sub-

marining. Fry them with torpe-

does and serve them with chips

and tartar sauce.

Grab one of these ambulatory

cannons before it blows its top.

Blow them out of the ground

with three eggs. Replenish your

supply by swallowing the seeds

they spit out.

Pokey frowns and pulls in his

needles when you grab his

bouncing prickly ball. He's

harmless then.

In some stages, these lone

rangers zoom down and grab

Mario whenever he's knocked

off Yoshi's back.

WOOEYGUY
Stumbling down steps, the

Woozy Guy looks for someone
to help hold him up.

POTTED SPIKED
run GUY

Eat his pot, then eat him
make a new egg.

These jungle sentries fend off all

frontal attacks with their

shields. Attack them from

1PIKED FUN GUY
A fun guy? Oh, really. A couple

of jokes from this party animal

and everyone will be snoozing.

TEUSGUY
Put up yer flame balls! This

pugilist sends great balls of fire

scorching Yoshi's way. Barbecue,

Moving up and down, Preying

Mantas feast on Yoshi sub-

marines. Prey on them with

Growing in all sorts of odd
places, these blow eggs into the

air at random. Yoshi can grab the

eggs with his tongue.

These flightless birds normally

live on little worlds of their

own, although a few inhabit

Naval Piranha's Castle.

Halloween is over, but a Shy-

Guy or Bandit thinks he can still

put the heebie-jeebies in Yoshi

by wearing a mask.

MUDDY RUDDY
When Yoshi traipses over lethal

spikes in Sluggy the Unshaven's

Fort, this funky-looking fellow

protects his feet.

fPRAY mil
When this blowhard pauses to

refill, seize the opportunity to

jump past him.

SEEDY SALLY
Always raring for a food fight,

these little monkeys swarm all

over World 3.

Another spiritual mentor who
has taken up residence in

Sluggy's Fort, the Support Ghost

provides solid footing for Yoshi.

They eat everything in their

path, including the path itself.

Move fast or you'll be shark

bait!

TAP-TAP
Virtually indestructible and very

painful to touch. However,
Yoshi can push them with his

tongue.

These feisty hoppers transform

from bug to melon and back

again. Eat them at anytime to

make an egg.

Long ago, a jungle explorer left

an explosive formula in World

3. Short Fuse has been using it

TAP-TAP
TUE GOLDEN

This mega Tap-Tap pursues

Yoshi through the lava caves

111Y-GUY
Yikes! They're everywhere!

Shy-Guys move slowly and tend

to stay in groups for protection.

The babies of this harmless bird

tag along behind Yoshi. You can

throw them like eggs and they'll

boomerang back.



MAGAZINE. KICK

WITHOUT THIS GUIDE, THE YOLK’S ON YOU. BUT WHAT

ABOUT THE NEXT GAME YOU BUY? WHERE ARE YOU GOING

TO FIND THE TIPS, HINTS AND muMMSibmanm TO TAKE

YOU BEYOND THE “RESET RUT?” PLAY EVERY GAME ON YOUR

OWN TERMS WITH A SUBSCRIPTION TO NINTENDO POWER

BACK, FLIP OPEN THE MAG AND

DISCOVER WHY MORE THAN A MI/WMMftMBifl GRAB

NINTENDO POWER MAGAZINE EVERY MONTH. SCOPE

OUT THE LATEST CODES, TIPS, FULL COLOR MAPS AND IN-

DEPTH REVIEWS OF THEE!W.mW«MTHK SIDE OF THE

MUSHROOM KINGDOM. PLUS, IF YOU JOIN NOW, YOU

CAN TSR3IW1ZI ON YOUR MEMBERSHIP RIGHTS TO GAME

PAK COUPONS, EXCLUSIVE GEAR IN

THE SUPER POWER SUPPLIES CATALOG,

AND PICK UP SOME FREE

COLLECTABLE YOSHI’S ISLAND CAPS. rjam&JimLMmitHkM GET ON THE

PHONE, CALL ASK FOR OFFER #2504 AND GET YOUR COOL

BUCKS

COLLECTION OF YOSHI'S ISLAND SLAMMER CAPS FREE!**

"Residents of Canada pay $25 Canadian funds.

" "Offer good while supplies last.



CHALK
UP A PERFECT

fCORE ON YOFUI'F
ISLAND WITH THIS FACT-
FILLED, MAP-PACKED

NINTENDO PLAYER'S CUIDE.
You're up against six vast worlds, 60 complex levels and over 130 nasty

types-count 'em! Don't go it alone or you'll wind up with egg on your fote-among

otner places. Go by the book (this book) and you'll get a good crack at success-not

to mention special bonuses, secret friends, one-of-a-kind tips and more!

This Player's Guide gives you complete, detailed maps of all six worlds. From boil-

ing lava fields to steamy jungles to icy peaks, the maps will show you the lay of the

land. And a lot more. Discover things you need in secret hiding places. Stars, flow-

ers, red coins and other items are a "must find" if you hope to make the 100%
score and break through to the next level's challenges.

And what would a good guide be without tips on how to tackle the bad guys?

They're here. They’re hot. And they can keep your baby-cakes safe and head-

ing home to the Mushroom Kingdom. YouMI also meet secret friends like

Muddy Buddy who walks on spikes and Poochy who pads across hot

lava to keep you cool. These pages are nackea for success. Without

them, your game could be history—like the dinosaurs.
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